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Asymmetric Matter under Extreme Conditions 
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9 peer-review publications; 3 papers submitted, 6 NIM papers and 3 physics papers under preparation; 
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To connect NS properties with NP observables: NS models with Skyrme interactions

Stiff EoS; small 
deformation

Soft EoS; Large 
deformation

GW170817 constraints 
Λ<800; PRL 119 161101

Λ= 190−120+390;R=11.9−1.4
+1.4 km; PRL 121 161101

0.5<ρ/ρ0<3 NP EoS (Skyrme)

ρ/ρ0<0.5 Crust EoS

ρ/ρ0>3: Polytrops to sustain 2.17 Mmax

arXiv:1811.04888

C.Y. Tsang et al., PLB 795, (2019) 
1

C.Y. Tsang et al., PLB 795, (2019) 1

https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.04888


GW EoS vs.EoS extrapolated from HI-Collisions:
Extrapolation assuming stiff or soft density 
dependence for symmetry energy.

What uncertainties in the EOS influence the Deformability

Supra-saturation density:
Sensitive to deformability and radii; 
can be studied via heavy ion collisions

arXiv:1901.07673

C.Y. Tsang et al., PLB 795, (2019) 1 M.B.Tsang, et al. PLB 795, (2019) 555

https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.07673


134 x 86 x 53 cm3 effective volume
dE/dX – Bρ particle identification.
Target at the entrance of chamber.
Readout with ~12096 pads.
Neutrons 15°<θ<30° measured  by 
NeuLAND neutron wall.

E/A MeV Reaction δ focus

270 132Sn+124Sn .22 S(ρ), m*n- m*p

270 108Sn+112Sn .08 S(ρ), m*n- m*p

270 124Sn+112Sn .15 σnn, σnp, σpp

270 112Sn+124Sn .15 σnn, σnp,σpp

SAMURAI dipole magnet

Sπrit  Time Projection Chamber

NeuLAND
neutron wall

ρ>ρ0: Experiment with 
SπRIT TPC at RIKEN

Sπrit  TPC inside SAMURAI



Division of Nuclear Physics Conference Experience for 
Undergraduates (CEU) at Pittsburg, Oct 26, 2017, 
From Left: Jon Barney, Jacob Crosby, Vicky Kuhn

Jon Barney receiving the 
Outstanding Poster 
Award at the 
Stewardship Science 
Academic Programs 
(SSAP) symposium, April 
2-13, 2017, Chicago 
Now PD at LANL



Status: Systematic uncertainties, including space charge effects are 
well understood ⇒ Physics results are emerging

J-H Chang, subm
itted (2020) 

• Beam space charge effects were observed, calculated and corrected.
• We submitted a paper on the isospin dependence of the total pion multiplicities. The red points are the data, 

the height of the points represents the statistical and systematic errors in the measurements. The left panel 
show the pion single ratios 𝑌𝑌 −𝜋𝜋 /𝑌𝑌 +𝜋𝜋 for the 132Sn+124Sn system and the right panel shows the double 
ratios:                                                                     , which is mainly sensitive to the isovector mean fields. 

• The theoretical points are predictions. The variations reflect theoretical uncertainties in the density and the 
momentum dependence of the isovector mean field potentials which both must constrained by experimental 
data. This momentum dependence is directly connected to the isovector nucleonic effective mass.

• Our new SSAA program is not engaged in these RIKEN experiments. Constraining the momentum 
dependence of the isovector mean field potentials is a major objective of our  present SSAA program.
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C.Y. Tsang, N
IM

 (2020) in press. 



Beam Target δnp
40Ca 58Ni/64Ni 0.020/0.077
40Ca 112Sn/124Sn 0.079/0.146
48Ca 58Ni/64Ni 0.094/0.143
48Ca 112Sn/124Sn 0.125/0.186

NSCL experiments 14030, 15190, 16042: 
800 hours of beam time to measure n/p 
yield ratios to study the effective mass 
dependence of symmetry energy 



Kyle Brown (PD)

Sean Sweany (GS)

Kuan Zhu (GS)

PI: Bill Lynch

Zbigniew Chajecki
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Upgraded HiRA10

Old HiRA

Upgraded HiRA10
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Upgraded HiRA10

Old HiRA

Upgraded HiRA10
D. Dell'Aquila, et al., NIM A , 929 (2019) 162.



Determination of reaction losses in CsI
• At high energies, up 40% of hydrogen is 

isotopes react in the HiRA10 CsI(Tl)
• We simulated this in Geant:

• We experimentally checked these 
efficiency simulations by examining the 
CsI(Tl) spectra in coincidence with a 
fixed energy loss in the silicon. P
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S.Sweany private communication 

P. Morfouace et al., NIM 848 (2016) 45 



Experimentally determined efficiencies 
The light charged particles suffer reactions loss of up to 40% in the 10 cm 
CsI(Tl) scintillators of the HiRA10 telescopes. To address this we 
determined the efficiencies experimentally and corrected the reaction loss 
calculatons of P. Morfouace et al., NIM 848 (2016). Corrections are 3% 
or less. Part of thesis of Sean Sweany. Is being prepared for publication. 

unreacted tritons

reacted tritons



Constraining the effective mass splitting at ρ>ρ0 by comparing neutron and 
proton spectra in HIC

• Conceptually, dynamical effects have a simple explanation: the nucleons (n or p) with the 
smaller effective masses are accelerated more strongly.

• At higher densities, these effects are manifested in the ratios or double ratios of 
neutron/proton energy spectra at high energies in the center of mass.

• n

Coupland et al, PRC 94, 011601(R) (2016)
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Using H and He 
isotopes to 
estimate the 
neutron 
spectrum
“pseudo-
neutron 
spectrum”

Finalizing the neutron efficiency extends the DR to 500 MeV and clarifies the effective mass situation!
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Neutron Wall TOF spectra

Veto Wall

Forward Array

With WMU charged 
particle veto wall

• Achieved excellent PSD and time 
resolution.

• Analog neutron wall readout 
techniques were compared

• The digital readout with 500MHz 
digitizers was superior 

• 2 NIM articles submitted.
• Efficiency is being determined
• Expect constraints on effective 

masses  this summer.
Poster by Kuan Zhu

C-E Teh submitted



G
oriely

et al., 2011 A
pJ738 L32

• Beta-delayed fission 2and fission cycling play an important role 
in the production of heavy nuclei via the r-process, but fission 
calculations  are uncertain away from the valley of stability. 

• One uncertainty stems from the surface symmetry energy.

• This uncertainty can be constrained by measuring the fission 
barriers as a function of  asymmetry δ=(N-Z)/A.

• Can use AT-TPC as an active hydrogen or helium gas target. 
This assures low angular momentum. Excitation energy 
calculated from bombarding energy and energy loss in the gas. 

• Measurements of the fission barrier for 196Pb were approved 
using 195Tl rare isotope beam incident on hydrogen. In 
response to safety concerns about hydrogen, we changed the 
experiment to measure the fission of 200Po compound nucleus 
formed by fusion of 196Pb on a  4He. 

• To enable this experiment, we formed a collaboration with the 
beam physicists to develop the equipment needed to tag the 
rare isotopes in the 208Pb fragmentation beam. 

Beam tests indicated the need for 
new beam identification techniques.

Symmetry Energy from Fission Barrier



tstart MCP1 in  A1900 tstop MCP2

tstart

Ion Chamber

Kyle Brown  & Adam Anthony

Multi-sampling ion chamber: 34 cm long, 
Isobutane, 250 torr. 0.7% ΔE resolution. 
2 MCP’s separated by 41.5m. 
AT-TPC 1 m length, 55 cm diameter, 104 pads.
4He  1 atm. Vertex resolution 1 cm.
Response with fission fragments has been tested.
196Pb Beam ID experiment: June, 2019, succeeded in tagging 206,207,208Pb.
Experiment scheduled for March 29 2020.

NSCL Greensheet, 40, 25 (2019).



• Finished: Measurements of Sn+Sn collisions with the SπRIT TPC to constrain the symmetry energy at ρ>ρ0.
• Results are relevant for neutron star merger physics. First paper under review. Other papers in preparation. 
• Thesis for three graduate students:  J. Barney, J. Estee & C.Y. Tsang; PD: Giordano Cerizza & Genie Jhang

• Finished: Neutron Star calculations: 2 papers accepted and 2 additional papers submitted.
• On going: Constraints on the momentum dependence of the symmetry mean field potential are important to 

the thermal properties of dense neutron-rich matter
• Finished two Experiments (~800 hours of NSCL beam time) with HiRA upgrade and Veto-Wall/Neutron wall 

upgrade: Calibrations and efficiency for HiRA 10 finished & Calibrations for neutron walls finished and 
neutron efficiency is on going. 

• Thesis projects for 4 students: Sean Anthony; Kuan Zhu; Chi En Teh,  Om Khanal (WMU); 
• PD: Kyle Brown, Rensheng Wang, Daniele Dell’Aquila
• 1 paper accepted and 2 more submitted to NIMA; 2 additional technical paper under preparations
• Physics results under analysis: >4 physics papers; A new NSCL Experimental proposal submitted

• Measurements of fission barriers in rare isotopes:
• Thesis for Adam Anthony and Joe Wieske in the summer. PD: Kyle Brown (finished) & Rencheng Wang
• R&D work on the instrumentation and techniques for beam identification experiment successful
• Experiment with the AT-TPC, March 29, 2020

18Tsang – SSAP symposium 

Summary
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